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About Cosmos
Cosmos Surfaces established as Cosmos Granite & Marble is a 2nd generation family owned company established 

in the United States in 2005. Cosmos began as a small local distributor of natural stone with a 15,000sft showroom 

and quickly grew into a national distributor with over 15 showrooms nationwide.

Cosmos was established with the aim of providing its customers with superior quality products at competitive 

prices and unparalleled service. Quality and Service are the founding principles of the company and are given the 

highest regard in every decision we make. Our founding principles combined with our highly trained and capable 

team  members have helped Cosmos become one of the leading national distributors of surfacing materials and 

complementary products in the industry.

Cosmos’ highly trained and capable international team aid in procuring our high-quality products while eliminat-

ing the struggles of product shortages, price fluctuations and international logistics, thereby keeping all our 

products within local reach of our customers. Cosmos also continues to embrace the change in technology and 

industry trends through continuous investments in software, personnel, equipment, new product offerings and 

additions to existing product lines. 

With thousands of products available across multiple product lines and in endless colors and sizes, Cosmos is 

here to help you create and realize the project of your dreams. With our superlative service and unrivaled product 

selection, you are sure to Experience the Difference. Experience Cosmos.
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Countertop: Kaia



The Making 
of Cosmos

The Growth Story and 
Developments

Established in 1991, DS Granites (DSG) is a granite processing 

company based in Southern India. DSG procures and processes 

raw blocks of natural stone from all around the world including 

Brazil, India, Norway, Finland, Ukraine, Saudi Arabia, South 

Africa, Angola and Madagascar, as well as many other thriving 

nations and regions. The Company is equipped and attuned to 

meet any quantum of demand, with its precision Italian machinery 

and revolutionary German technologies coupled with asuperior 

standard for excellence. It is with DSG’s immense support that 

Cosmos turned into reality and  flourished on  inception. To this 

day, the 2 companies continue to support  each other.

Cosmos Surfaces was established in the United States in 

2005 as Cosmos Granite& Marble. Since then, we’ve 

grown exponentially with the undying support of our 

team members, suppliers and vendors as well as the 

loyalty of our customers.

What started off as a small business in a 15,000sft 

warehouse has today, come to be regarded as one of the 

finest national distribution companiesfor natural and 

manufactured stone as well as other complimentary 

decorative building products in the industry. 

We’ve built a strong reputation by developing lasting 

relationships with our customers and bringing a wide 

variety of premium products to the US market - all at 

affordable prices and reliable service. 

Starting in 2019 with our newly renovated national 

headquarters in Washington, all our showrooms across 

the nation are being remodeled to improve and enhance 

customer experience.Also, in keeping with thepromise to 

our customers, we’re continuously addingnew offerings 

to our tile, natural stone and quartz lines. Mariner – 

Cosmos’ premium sink collection was introduced in 2019 

and 2020 will see the launch of Opulith – Cosmos’ 

Porcelain slab collection.
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Mission

To provide customers with a wide range of high-quality 

surfacing products at competitive prices coupled with 

unparalleled service.

Values

Cosmos’ values are driven by the commitment to its team 

members, customers and the environment. At Cosmos, 

we believe in:

1. Working as one Team

2. Knowledge and Passion 

3. Empathy and Humility

4. Customer Commitment

5. Value Creation

6. Unparalleled Service 

7. Quality Product

8. Respect for every Individual

9. Product Innovation

10. Continuous Improvement

11. Being open to change

12. Diversity Acceptance

13. Giving back to the Society

14. Celebrating and Enjoying 

the Journey

Vision

To become the preferred and most accessible supplier in 

the industry for all types of surfaces and complimentary 

products.



Culture

Passion, Humility, Empathy, Knowledge, and Diversity 
(PHEKD) form the DNA of Cosmos. While Knowledge is 

what gives us the confidence, Passion for our products, 

service and customer satisfaction is what drives all of us 

here at Cosmos. Humility keeps us grounded and Diversity 
helps us understand people better and be Empathetic 
towards every individual.

From our products and services to our customers, trade 

partners and team members, building a better and beautiful 

world is a crucial part of our culture. At Cosmos, we strive 

to enforce our founding values into everyday practice.

At Cosmos, Collaboration and Teamwork are just as 

essential as Respect and Inclusivity of one another 

within and outside the organization. Energy and the zeal 

to learn and perform are of utmost importance in our 

creative and challenging field.

Our strong Values aid in driving the company Culture and 

our dynamic team towards our Vision.
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Premium quality products

Competitive pricing

Superior customer service

Widest range of products

Innovative new materials

Ability to meet any volume of demand 

Well-stocked warehouses year-round 

Error-free processing 

Shipment to any part of the US

The Cosmos
Promise
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Sink: Nekoda, Countertop: Carrara
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Natural stone is the oldest and the most sought-after building and 

decorative material in the modern world. Natural stone exudes a 

sense of timelessness while preserving and protecting history that 

is centuries old. It is beautiful, unique, extremely durable, and 

eternally elegant. Whether it’s a Granite, Marble, Quartzite, Onyx, 

Agate, Crystal, Soapstone or a Semi-Precious stone, natural stone 

is second to none when it comes to beauty, endurance and 

reliability.

Cosmos proudly offers over 500 varieties of all types of natural 

stones including granites, marbles, quartzites, onyx, agates, 

crystals, soapstone andsemi-precious stones that are responsibly 

sourced from across the world. Many of these stones are also 

offeredin multiple thicknesses and surface finishes to suit every 

style, need and desire. The most common thicknesses are 2CM 

and 3CM and the most popularsurfaces are polished, honed or 

leather finished.

Natural stone like anysurfacing product requires maintenance 

but, stands out as a uniquepiece unlike anything anyone has ever 

owned or created. It be used anywhere on the interior or exterior 

of a building including around fireplaces, for flooring, tabletops, 

countertops, wall claddings, fountains/ water features, feature 

walls, building facades, steppingstones, etc. Theuses and applications 

of these unique creations are limited only by our imagination.

Innovative
Product Mix

Cosmos 
Natural Stone
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Granite 

Marble 

Quartzite 

Onyx

Soap Stone 

Semi precious Stones

Quartz – Cosmos Quartz

Ceramic Tile

Porcelain Tile

Natural Stone Tile

Stainless Steel Sinks 

Sinks

Porcelain Slabs

- Stainless Steel Sinks 
- Porcelain Sinks
- Composite Sinks

Countertop: White Sand Sink: Adara Stone: Luce Di Luna



Cosmos Quartz
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The most revolutionary surfacing material of our time 

was achieved by combining the latest polymeric 

technology with natural quartz crystal.  Quartz is the 

second most abundant mineral in the Earth’s crust, the 

fourth hardest mineral known to mancurrently, and an 

essential ingredient in Granite. This groundbreaking 

technology produced a surfacing product that was 

superior in strength, low on maintenance and most 

importantly, easy on the pocket.

Cosmos offers over 65 different designs/ patterns in its 

Quartz Collection and is proud to offer the largest Quartz 
slabs available in the industry today with average sizes 

going to 138” x 75”.

Cosmos also accommodates cut-to-size projects for

commercial developments and offersan industry leading 

residential and commercial warranty that will give you 

peace of mind.Most Cosmos Quartz offerings are 

available in multiple thicknesses as well to optimize 

product usage. 

Cosmos Quartz offersthe perfect selection of beautiful 

and innovative designs, that are moisture and stain 

resistant and highly durable for both residential and 

commercial projects.The mixture of hi-tech organic 

polymers and natural quartz contribute to the anti-bacterial 

properties on these surfaces.Cosmos quartz is most used 

as a countertop choice. With no minimum purchase 

quantity,high quality standards, competitive pricing and 

best in class service, Cosmos Quartz will be a reliable 

investment for anyhome, office or interior livingspace.

Countertop: Calacatta Santa



Sinks

Cosmos Tile

Tiles have consistently been the most sought-afterdecorativematerials for centuries nowthatadds life, color, beauty and func-

tionality toliving spaces and enhances design while meeting specific comfort, performance and budget needs. While tile was 

invented centuries ago, technology today has provided us with the access to develop limitless options in colors, sizes, styles, 

shapes and textures.Tiles now, can be made from different materials including but not limited to ceramic, porcelain, natural 

stone, glass and metal. Barringmodern tile innovations, the traditionalforms of tile are composed majorly of natural products 

like clay, minerals and water or just natural stone. 

Cosmos offers over 600 beautifulvarieties of ceramic, porcelain and natural stone tile in different sizes, colors, shapes, textures 

and configurations to suit every budget and design need.Cosmos Tile offers a variety of large format tiles measuring up to 

19”x38”for both commercial and residential use with most offerings being rated for commercial use. Cosmos also complementary 

mosaics formats that create jaw-dropping backsplashes and feature walls.

Tiles are beautiful, versatile,low-maintenance decorative materials thatcan transform a living space when used correctly. Their 

dense bodiesare moisture, stain, and odor resistant. They are also environmentally friendlyand don't burn or emit toxic 

fumes.The Cosmos Tile selection has been carefully crafted and continues to be updated and upgraded with new offerings to 

satisfy any design palette, whether it is rustic, industrial, chic, contemporary or pure modern.
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Sinks are the most seen home improvement items in any living 

space. Whether it is a kitchen, bathroom or outdoor barbecue in 

a home, or a bar in arestaurant. The most essential item these 

spaces need are sinks. Sink are made of different materials and 

are different in dimensions and depths but, serve similar 

purposes as a plumbing fixture. 

Cosmos offers numerous choices in sinks to ease the selection 

and design process for the homeowner and designer and 

enable them to visualize the sink with the counter they have 

chosen. Cosmos offers 2 sink lines – Sync-Art and the new 

Mariner series.

Sink: Vortex Single Bowl

Innova



Sync-Art 
Stainless Steel 
Sinks
Stainless steel sinks are a staple for most homes and 

commercial kitchens in today’s world. They are highly resistant 

to corrosion, long lasting and withstand rough use. With a 

tensile strength of up to 250,000 PSI, 304 stainless steel isused 

in aircraft components, for architectural support and railroads. 

All of Cosmos’ Sync Art Stainless Steel sinks are economical,-

made of 304 Stainless Steel, UPC Coded and Corrosion 

Resistant. Cosmos sinks bear a Universal Product Code v

erifying each sink is quality inspected for the highest caliber 

materials, quality and craftsmanship. Cosmos sinks have the 

highest stainless-steel corrosion resistance on the market 

today. Cosmos SyncArt also offers sinks in both 16 and 18 gauge 

with the 16-gauge sinks being more resistant to dents and 

hence, more durable.

Stainless steel sinks are typically used in high and rough usear-

eas such as professional kitchens - restaurants and bars, chef 

kitchens at homes, hospitals,etc.
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Sink: Barista, Countertop: Silver Mist



Sync-Art 
Porcelain 
Sinks
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Porcelain Sinks have been manufactured and used for the 

longest time. Porcelain sinks like tiles are also made from fired 

clay. They arenon-porous which makes this material water-

proof without needing a glaze. Porcelain sinks are easy to clean 

and while dense, are resistant to cracking and chipping. 

Cosmos’ SyncArt porcelain sinks use premium ingredients 

including quartz, feldspar, and iron and are fired at over 3,300 

degrees Fahrenheit to produce Sync Art’s luxurious quality that 

will endure the test of time.Using an antibacterial glazing 

technology, the basin surface of our Sync Art sinks is always 

smooth, bright and clean. These beautiful porcelain sinks are 

also abrasion and stain resistantand very easy to clean.

The Sync Art porcelain sinks come in various dimensions and 

colors to suit any design or use requirement including a sink 

that is ADA compliant.Porcelain sinks are most used in kitchens 

and bathrooms to compliment the rich countertops and 

extend an elegant look to the entire space.

Sink: St Clair, Countertop: White Zen



Mariner Sinks
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Mariner sinks by Cosmos are the latest addition to its premium product offering.

The Mariner line of sinks are made of porcelain, stainless steel or composite 

materials. This line was developed and launchedto satisfy the design 

conscious yet practical homeowner in mind that is in search of a more 

sophisticated look for their creations. The offerings in this line are a perfect 

balance of contemporary design with functionality built to enhance the 

beauty of any area.

The Mariner stainless steel sinks are manufactured exclusively with16-gauge 

stainless steel to ensure higher durability andwear resistance. They are also 

fitted with noise deadening pads to reduce the noise produced when items 

are placed/ dropped in these sinks.

The Mariner porcelain sinks are made of the fired clay just as their tile 

counterparts but, have been glazed with an anti-bacterial coating to reduce 

the sustenance of germs. These sinks are made to withstand impact yet, are 

effortlessly stylish when combined with a beautiful piece of stone.

The Mariner Composite sinks have been a mega hit with every customer 

that has tried them calling them the survivors. They are made of granite 

composite giving them the strength to withstand almost any regular day 

forces and sudden slips. They also boast of a very high stain and crack 

resistance in addition to being very easy to clean.

Most importantly these sinks have been designed to retain the old-world 

charm but, fit the bill for modern day needs.

Sink: Orion Farm Sink, Countertop: Soapstone Black



Opulith
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Opulith is Cosmos’ latest addition to its product lines in 2020. In keeping 

with the growing trend towards Porcelain products, Cosmos has introduced 

a range of large format Porcelains aka porcelain slabs. 

These porcelain slabs are manufactured with ingredients similar to their tile 

counterparts but, in dimensions of a 126”x60”. With porcelain products of 

these dimensions, the application is extremely simplified and also reduces 

the number of breaks that appear in an area. Porcelain products are scratch 

and stain resistant while being light, durable and affordable. 

Cosmos’ Opulithoffersan exquisite range of porcelain slabs that will accen-

tuate the look and feel of anyliving space. Porcelain slabs alsocome in 

patterns that can be book-matched or laid in sequencejust like their natural 

stone counter parts andhas now caught on as thelatesttrend indecorative-

products.

Thank you for reviewing the Cosmos Surfaces Catalog. We hope to have 

piqued your interestin our products. For more information on our products 

offerings and services, please visit our website cosmosurfaces.com or visit/ 

contact a location near you.

Floor and Wall: Apilar White, Countertop: Sicily White
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Locations

8610 S 212th St

Kent, WA 98032

P: 253-896-2669

F: 253-896-9330

Seattle, WA (Headquarters)

6582 Peachtree Industrial Blvd

Norcross GA 30071

P: 678-966-9399

F: 678-966-9390

Atlanta, GA

2455 NW Nicolai St, Suite C 

Portland, OR 97210

P: 971-279-2208

F: 971-279-5912

Portland, OR

2595 West Custer Rd, Suite A

Salt Lake City, UT 84104

P: 801-973-6196

F: 801-973-6194

Salt Lake City, UT

3317 Arden Rd

Hayward, CA 94545

P: 510-901-7964

F: 510-244-7927

San Francisco, CA

121 Morgan Lakes Industrial Blvd

Pooler, GA 31322

P: 912-755-9685

F: 912-330-1275

Savannah, GA

3014 N Flora Rd, Bldg 3B

Spokane Valley, WA 99216

P: 509-892-4343

F: 509-892-6005

Spokane, WA

Thank you for reviewing the Cosmos Surfaces Catalog. 

We hope to have piqued your interest in our products. 

For more information on our product offerings and 

services, please visit our website cosmosurfaces.com or 

visit/ contact a location near you.

The Cosmos 
Brands
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8610 S 212th St, Kent, WA 98032

253-896-2669

cosmosurfaces.com

Cosmos Surfaces 


